To Whom It May Concern:

It is ridiculous that I have to compose this email. Sports are segregated upon the basis of sex, because it MATTERS and is REAL and has MATERIAL CONSEQUENCES. Gender is nothing, a whim, a feeling, something fluid and changeable, an imaginary ideal in someone’s head based on SEX STEREOTYPES.

You may find some handmaidens who are willing to throw girls and women under the bus, who don’t care about the health, safety, privacy and dignity of girls and women, but the vast majority of the public does and you need to wake up to that fact before they realize what nonsense you are trying to pull.

No, the people do not want boys in the girls’ lockerrooms. No, the people do not want boys stealing girls’ scholarships and sports wins and their places on teams.

Let them play with the boys where they belong. Girls are not on separate teams so they can shave each others’ legs and do each others’ nails and titter about pillow fights and slumber parties (gender). They are on their own teams so they can WIN. Why is it that only their feelings matter? What about the feelings of the girls? Why are girls expected to shove over for boys living in an imaginary fantasyland?

Sex Matters!

If you think gender is so important ask yourself what thoughts make a man into a woman on his say-so. Exactly what are those thoughts? I’ll tell you what they are. “I like shopping. I like wearing bronzer. I like wearing stockings. I am emotional. I like being submissive.” Recognize all that? STEREOTYPES. That is not what makes someone a woman or girl. Being BORN a female human is. Female is a SEX.

All of this is REGRESSIVE and SEXIST as hell and we women will not have it and we won’t have you treading all over the rights of our daughters!

Save Title IX!

Elizabeth Maslowe
Atheist, gold star democrat, fighter for the rights of girls and women
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